Controversial hospital demolition plans stalled by major judicial review
News Article

that the grounds of the review will be a flawed
consultation, breach of public law, inadequate travel
and transport provision, lack of community care
provision, and potential breach of equality law.
According to the campaign group, an independent
survey revealed the structure of the hospital is in
good condition, and that if it is maintained, it is
“likely to be safe and serviceable for many years to
come.”
It claims that the report was necessary in order to test
the trust’s claims that the HRI could not be used
beyond 10 years due to “concrete cancer” and the
“impracticality of carrying out future maintenance and

A campaign group has won the right to a judicial

improvements.”

review against the demolition of Huddersfield Royal
Infirmary (HRI).

However, the surveyor found that “there are no
grounds for concern about the strength of the

Hands Off HRI mounted its campaign against the

structure” and that with adequate maintenance the

closure or downgrading of hospitals or health

buildings are “likely to remain safe and serviceable for

services within the Huddersfield and Calderdale

many years to come.”

area in 2016, with a particular focus on the planned
closure of Huddersfield Royal Infirmary, its A&E

Regarding the win, Forster said: “To those who told

department and acute service.

us this was a done deal, you were wrong. If you stand
and fight, you can win. This is a huge hurdle we’ve

Yesterday the group won its verbal appeal to have a

passed but the fight goes on. Hand off HRI.”

judicial review against the full business case to
demolish Huddersfield Royal Infirmary, which it says

Chair

of

Calderdale

and

Huddersfield

will leave the town with only a cottage hospital.

Foundation Trust, Andrew Haigh, said: “ We note
the judge’s findings today.

The chair of Hands Off HRI, Mike Forster, argued
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“We will continue to work with our healthcare
partners, local communities, scrutiny and campaign
groups.
“We believe that the proposed reconfiguration of
hospital services is the best way to secure safe and
sustainable services into the future.”
Source: NHE

Linea is a results focused Organisational
Excellence consultancy with a track record of
delivering sustained superior performance that
meets and where possible exceeds client
expectations.
We combine the credentials of a top tier firm with
the depth of expertise and flexibility of a niche
practice to support clients in addressing their most
pressing organisational issues through the
provision of highly professional, innovative,
customer focussed solutions which deliver
expected business benefits on time every time.
With an exceptional track record of delivering multi
-million pound savings for prominent Public and
Private Sector clients, our Organisational
Excellence approach provides the skills and
capability required to support clients to maximise
efficiency, improve quality and reduce cost.
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